Harmonization to parallel passages or traditions (oral as well as written)
I~en known as a cause of textual variation in biblical texts and is frequently lIed as an "explanation" of the origin of certain variant readings. This is rjtticularly true, for obvious reasons, with regard to the Synoptic Gospels, I~ere this phenomenon occurs quite often. l 0'ffi.
A careful analysis, however, of various discussions or explanations of harnistic variants, whether in articles, commentaries, or the UBS's Textual mmentary, strongly suggests the conclusion that the investigation of allegy harmonistic variants generally has been carried out in too isolated or istic a manner. The most commonly observed procedure or pattern Ives the evaluation of harmonizing variants in a particular passage (or phrase) in light of an already established or critical text of the parallel sages. The same procedure is followed with regard to parallels: only 'ants involving the immediate passage are usually considered, and only in t of an established text of the parallels, variants generally being ignored. There are two problems with such a procedure -one logical and the Ifher methodological. The logical problem is the obvious danger of circular f{asoning; this requires no further comment. The methodological problem r~yolves how the set of parallel texts is handled: the textual tradition too e~quently is atomized into its smallest constituent parts, and the variants of ('ch part are dealt with in isolation from the variants affecting the other l~l'tS.2 Thus, decisions are based on partial evidence, and arguments or ' S2 H. Baltensweiler's treatment of Mark 10:12 (in Die Ehe im Neuen Testament [Zurich! Ituttgart: Zwingli, 1967] 66) is a particularly telling illustration of this "atomistic" tendency. He l~parates the variation between otli't'lj and j'llV'Ij from the rest of the verse, decides that otli't'lj is ~figinal. and then prefixes it to three different forms of the rest of the verse. He thereby creates ~\Vo "phantom" forms of the verse that do not exist in any known manuscript. He apparently does reasons are offered that appear convincing in isolation but look quite ~ift~t~ ent in light of the ~est of the tradition. The results o~ such a methodologic~JJI flawed approach, It may be argued, are erroneous Judgments regardingtlf:. original text of the passage(s) in question.;>~~ A preferable approach would evaluate the entire set of parallels an9 . . . ~iJ their variants simultaneously as a unit or cluster, rather than individuallyati~ in isolation. To be sure, this is not a particularly revolutionary proposal, .~~~ it is certainly not without precedent, at least in terms of scattered exampl~'j But it does touch on an important point, one that runs against an observaBl1l tendency within the discipline to break everything down into its smane~' constituent parts. This tendency obscures matters at least as often as.il clarifies them. The forest is sometimes more obvious if one looks atthetre~l~ as a group rather than individuallY'.1~
Let me now attempt to illustrate this point-that we should Iookat~l~ the evidence, including in this instance parallel passages, in as comprehe~ sive a manner as possible -by turning to a discussion of two sets of parall~' texts, first Matt 26:73 and Mark 14:70, and then, as the major example,tltj Matthean divorce passages.
. .
Matthew 26:73 and Mark 14:70
Matt 26:73:
•.
• 01 e.cr'tw't'E.~ eL1tOV 'to TIi'tp<{)' &A'Y}9w~ XIXL cru e. 
text A E> fl3 28 (33) As for the Matthean variants, both Aland and NA26 attribute the omission 'of xcxt crt) to the influence of the parallel text, but say nothing about the origin ~fthe two other variants. 6 Greeven labels the first two as harmonistic, but unirortunately does not give the third variant? The commentaries essentially ~ass over them in silence. . . Note carefully the conclusion to which the synopses (as well as the com-:~entaries, if and when they notice any variants) lead with regard to the :tejected readings. It is being claimed that the rejected Matthean variants are ~due to the influence of Mark, and that the rejected Marcan variants are due !to the influence of Matthew. In this respect this example is quite typical of much current discussion and use of harmonization as an "explanation'l~f~~ what are viewed as secondary readings.
. .. At this point, however, it is necessary to back up and look at things a~ii more closely. If the longer Majority reading in Mark were the result ofhaij~ monization to Matthew, one would expect it to read )(CX~ ' YJ ACXA~cx 0'01> 8'YJAOV'~~ 1t0\~~, which is the generally accepted text of Matthew. But it does not;,~, reads ofJ.O\cx~~~, a variant found only in D it. syS, which is, in the opinion'~~ Aland and Greeven, a secondary reading.
. . . . Consider what is being implied here regarding the interaction these two texts. By choosing to follow the shorter, Alexandrian text in one is more or less forced to postulate-in light of (1) the impressive formity of the Marcan MSS reading the longer text in question,S and (2) ofJ.o\cx~~~ apparently is the reading of the Diatessaron 9 -that at a very stage in the transmission process a narrowly attested Matthean variant influenced a very broad stream of Marcan witnesses. Although this is tainly theoretically possible, realistically it is very improbable, eSl)ec:iall'v light of the observation that a Bezan reading in Matthew earlier in the verse -the omission of )(CX~ 0'1> -gives evidence of having been naJ:mCJll1ze(: Mark 14:70. If one also views this as a harmonistic variant, as both and Aland do, then one is forced to multiply the levels of interaction the various forms of Matthew and Mark beyond any reasonable nr'lh"
A reconstruction of the interaction between the Matthean and parallels along the lines implied by Greeven and Aland would have something like this: (1) the original text of Matthew, 8'YJAov O'~ 1tO~~~, modified to ofJ.o~CX~~~, which (3) influenced the text of Mark early affect uniformly a broad stream of Marcan manuscripts, and (4) in affected by the Marcan text (omit )(CX~ 0'1». While this chain of events sible, it is difficult to find it either very plausible or persuasive.
A tor it as for the other variant (Ofl.OL<X~~L), it is unreasonable not to view this 1eading also as having come into existence at the same time as the other. That is, in view of the similar external attestation, the two variants ought to be dealt with as a unit.l1 To do so, however, raises two problems with Nestle's proposal.
First, the changes that Nestle attributes to the OLOpeW't1}~ are, as both ponald Senior and Robert Gundry have shown, very characteristic of the author of the first Gospel,l2 It is hard to avoid the temptation to wield Occam's razor at this point: why postulate a later OLOpeW't1}~ who changed the text in ways exactly congruent with the author's style and approach when the ~uthor himself is available?
The second point involves the external evidence supporting O'YjAOV O'~ 1tOL&L. This reading has impressive support from all strands of the manuscript tradition which is difficult to ignore in this instance. Although the "Western" text alone does on occasion preserve the original reading, in this case it is difficult to think it has done so, especially since the Bezan reading looks so suspiciously like a harmonization to the Byzantine text of Mark, and it is well known that one of the leading characteristics of Bezae is a strong predilection to harmonize. For these reasons Nestles proposal is unconvincing.
The simplest and most satisfactory way to account for all the variants in both passages is to accept as original the ~B text in Matthew 26:73 and the Byzantine reading in Mark 14:70,l3 On this analysis, all the Matthean variants are easily and fully explained as harmonizations to Mark.
As for the variants in Mark, note with respect to the major variation Unit 14 that although so far only two variants have been discussed, there are actually three: the long Byzantine form, the shorter Alexandrian/"Western" form, and the short form found in W pc a. I suggest that both shorter forms tlre the result ofhaplography due to homoioteleuton 15 arising from the three- The preceding apparatus presents the manuscript and versional evt~ dence in the style of the admirably compact and efficient Nestle-Ala~~ format. To fully appreciate, however, the information contained therein, itJ~ often helpful to reorganize and reform at the evidence. Arranged somewH~~) differently, the key variants and the evidence supporting them look likethil 16 It would be even easier for an accidental omission such as this to occur if the being copied was written in short sense lines (as is Codex Bezae) or in narrow columns, ~ and B; in fact, in both of them the second Er in Mark 14:70 is almost directly under the amount of offset being the space of one letter or less. 17 It may also be noted that this analysis accounts very nicely for the reading found ilt §t1l1
Diatessaron, a point that would. seem to clinch the matter.
F,tatt 19:9:
A€YW o~ UIJ.LV °o'Ct o~ &v (X1tOAUCf' (l 'C~v yuvetLXet etu'Cou (IJ.~ E.1tL 1tOpve.tQt XetL ;~O(!I-~a'(l <xAA71 V lJ.0txci'Cett'· "XetL 0 cX1tOAE.AU!leV71V yet!l~Cfet~ !lotX&'CetL.' OB D Z 1424 pc it I (1-6 (1-3 N 19 At first glance, there seems to be in Greeven's apparatus considerable support But to the extent that it has been possible to decipher the apparatus and its vanous cators and symbols, it appears that the apparatus actually includes only one allegedly supports the text he prints for Mark 10:12, MS 179, a member of the von But even this is misleading, inasmuch as 179 (as determined by an examination of the actually reads, quite ungrammatically, Xotl ootV yuv7j ot7tOAUO'otO'ot 'tov otVOpot otu't7j~ Xotl iJ.01Xot'totl. Three of these four sayings present an extraordinarily complex situation. ly the text of Luke 16:18 is relatively firm. Moreover, and rather surprisy, it apparently has had very little if any impact on the text of the other ges -or they on it, for that matter. For the present discussion it may be aside. The variants in the Marcan passage are extremely complex and interiug, but also largely peripheral to a discussion of harmonistic variants. This ent is based on three observations: (1) the contents of v. 12 are unique ark; (2) it does not appear to have affected any of the other three ges; and (3) the variants in vv. 11-12, with the possible exception of the ssion of m' (;tu't'tJ\I in a few witnesses, do not reflect any apparent harizing tendencies. This last point is quite remarkable; I find it amazing t the "Matthean exception;' for example, is not known to occur in any can manuscript. We may conclude, therefore, that the question of the original text of Ilark 10:11-12 is an intra-Marcan affair whose resolution 20 is independent of fli'eresolution of the variants in the two Matthean passages. To these we may I~w turn for another example of the need to (1) work comprehensively rather Ig~u atomistically, and (2) consider the appeal to harmonization more rigorlusly than is customary.
There are in Matt 5:32 four basic text-forms. Three of them-(b), (c), (The New Jl; li$tament and Rabbinic Judaism [London: Athlone, 1956] 366-67) prefer the Bezan variant, (g) . . ~ ;JI In the case of (b), harmonization to the first clause of the verse is also an obvious possibility. Ijleither instance, see further below on the text of Vaticanus.
In 19:9 one finds not only more forms of the text but a more diflic~Ij decision as to which is the original. The manuscript evidence attests tOl~ least nine (and just possibly ten) different forms of this verse:
.
( 1) The patristic testimony is, according to H. Crouzel, virtually UlllllliJl1l in support of c + e, the text-form found in Vaticanus, and he has argued this was in fact the original form of this text. 24 Although the 0ll49Si(1edlne! the patristic evidence is striking, it is, as J. Duplacy has rightly ()h~Ar"",rI insufficient basis for either describing the history of the text or U<O'O<UIUj its original form.25 For the latter, which is the present interest, the script and versional 26 evidence is in this instance decisive, and to that now turn. In analyzing the evidence it appears that each half of the verse liable to alteration independently of the other, and so each half matter of clarity and convenience, be examined separately.
In the first half of 19:9, variant (a) is to be preferred, since (b), (d) all betray distinctive traces of the influence of 5:32.27 This is (,Alrt~ihl case with (c) and (d); if either of these were judged to be original, genesis of the alternative form of the "exception clause;' fJ.' YJ &m inexplicable. As for (b), it is possible, no doubt, to accept it as view (a) as the result of assimilation to Mark 10:11. If this were the would reasonably expect to find some trace, at least, of either of distinctive elements of the Marcan form of this saying, namely, the lyariants (b) and (c) above, in which the first clause ends with (J.oIXtU91jVIXI :jather than (J.oIXIX'tIXI-is baflling. This point would carry weight only if the !reading of B C* were thought to be original, but clearly it is not. Not only I~ this a minimally attested variant, but the committee itself prints a text of lhe first clause that ends in (J.O\XIX'tIXI, and thus in a sense invalidates its own !point. Furthermore, the really key factor facilitating homoioteleuton is not Bhe repetition of the entire word but only of the last syllable, the lXI, which I.s present in both (J.0IXIX' tIXL and (J.oIXW91jVIXL.
28 Similarly Duplacy, "Note;' 408. 29 The change from the aorist participle Yot(J.~O"ot<; to the present yot(J.W\I probably is due to the ~hfIuence of the present tense (J.oLXiihotL (so H. Greeven, "Ehe nach dem Neuen Testament;' NTS Ill) (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1984) 8. 413; and R. T. France, Matthew (Grand Rapids: !~erdmans, 1985) 281; somewhat differently, Gundry, Matthew, 381.
